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Abstract

Reed-Solomon erasure codes provide efficient simple techniques for re-
dundantly encoding information so that the failure of a few disks in a disk
array doesn’t compromise the availability of data. This paper presents a tech-
nique for constructing a code that can correct up to three errors with a sim-
ple, regular encoding, which admits very efficient matrix inversions. It also
presents new techniques for efficiently computing the sums of streams of
data elements in a finite field, such as is needed in recoveringdata after a
disk failure.
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1 Introduction

The efficient computation of encodings and decodings of erasure codes are im-
portant when considering very large storage arrays (arraysof thousands of disks).
At that scale, hosting space and power are significant expenses, so erasure codes
may be employed to minimize the overall cost of the system. Toprovide high-
probability of data survival, erasure codes handling multiple concurrent failures
should be employed; assuming independent failures, correctable within a day, a
code which allows up to three failures per group of 250 disks should experience
data loss once every 50,000 years in a set of 10,000 disks.
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In the first section of this paper, we present a simplified construction of a
triple-erasure correcting Reed-Solomon code, which admits one more storage de-
vice than previously known for a given Galois field of characteristic two. We
further explain why this technique is effective only over Galois fields of charac-
teristic two, and why the technique cannot extend beyond three erasures.

In the second section, we consider the problem of efficientlycomputing streams
of parallel sums. In a practical erasure code setting, this is the core computation
for reconstructing a failed disk, using exclusive-or (XOR)as the addition opera-
tor, but the technique presented in this paper apply more generally to computing
streams of sums in arbitrary monoids (like groups, only without inverses).

2 Erasure Coding

When digital data is transmitted or stored, it is common to beconcerned about
both errors and erasures. An error occurs in a data stream when some data ele-
ment is corrupted; an erasure occurs when a data element is missing or known to
be faulty. Shannon’s basic theorems on coding tell us that tocorrecte errors, a
data stream needs to guarantee a minimum distance between correct streams of
at least 2e+1; to detecte errors, or to correcte erasures, valid entries in the data
streams need to be separated by at leaste+1 bits. Simple parity is an example of a
technique for handling one erasure, or detecting one error;all strings of bits which
differ by one bit without parity will differ by two bits, onceparity is included.

In more practical settings, we are concerned with the transmission or storage
of data grouped into bytes (or groups of bytes) where we expect erasures or errors
to take place in multiples of these groups, say, blocks or entire disks. To this
end, Reed and Solomon devised a method for constructing linear codes over finite
fields, where the individual data items can be represented aselements of the finite
field. For digital data, it is most convenient to consider theGalois fields GF(2n),
for n = 8, 16, or 32, where the underlying data words are, correspondingly, single
octets, pairs of octets, or quads of octets. If we want to correcte erasures fromm
data words (wherem+e≤1+2n), we can computem+eresult words as the result
of multiplying the length-m vector of the data words by anm by m+ e coding
matrix. The key observation is that anmby m+eVandermonde matrix (of which
we’ll say more below) has the property that anym by m submatrix is invertible,
which allows all data elements to be reconstructed from anymof them+e result
words. The further observation is that this code can be made systematic by simple
row reduction of the coding matrix to diagonalize the initial mby mportion of the
matrix. These row reductions preserve linear independenceof submatrices. This
normalization results in a code where the representation ofa data word is the data
word itself, along with some contribution to thee encoding elements; that is to
say that the encoding matrix is anm by m identity matrix followed by anm by e
checksum computation matrix.
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The largest standard Vandermonde matrix which can be constructed over GF(2n)
has 2n columns; recent authors [1], [3] have observed that one extra (non-Van-
dermonde) column can be added while preserving the invertibility property. This
matrix, when diagonalized, gives rise to the bounds described above. However,
in this matrix, thee columns corresponding to the correction coding have no par-
ticularly nice properties. As such, the elements of the coding must be stored in a
coding matrix, and consulted on every coding step, and inversion is irregular.

This paper expands on an earlier note which proposed a simpler construction
of the coding matrix in the restricted case whene≤ 3. The construction is simple:
append up to three columns of a specific Vandermonde matrix toa square identity
matrix of size at most 2n−1, leading to a coding matrix supportingm+e≤ 2n+2.
Due to properties of Vandermonde matrices, described below, the encoding is
regular, and inverse matrices are also regular. Inversion can be computed using
the adjoint matrix; all of the submatrices which arise in thecomputation of the
adjoint of an m by m submatrix of our matrix are shown to be Vandermonde
matrices, and thus have easily computed determinants.

A Vandermonde matrix is one whose columns consist of consecutive powers
of distinct elements of the ground field over which we are working. In a standard
Vandermonde matrix, the first row contains the zeroth powers, the second row
the first powers, etc. Invertibility follows from computation of the determinant;
which is equal to the product of the differences of the elements used to generate
the matrix, later entries minus earlier. If a column begins with a higher power of
an element, the determinant is multiplied by that value (andis still non-zero, if
the element is non-zero); we call such a matrix an extended Vandermonde matrix.
The multiplicative growth of the determinant follows from multi-linearity of the
determinant.

For our use, let g be a generator of the finite field. The elements from which we
generate our Vandermonde matrix areg0 (i.e., 1),g1 (i.e., g), andg2. More explic-
itly, if our coding matrix is M, fori < m, and j < m, Mi j = δi j , andMi,(m+k) = gki

for k = 0, 1, or 2. More explicitly, M can defined as follows:























1 0 0 · · · 0 0 1 1 1
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When we take an arbitrary m by m submatrix of this coding matrix, evaluating
the determinant by picking available columns from the identity portion of the
matrix makes it clear that the determinant is equal (up to sign, which is irrelevant
over a field of characteristic two) to the determinant of the 0by 0, 1 by 1, 2 by 2, or
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3 by 3 minor of the Vandermonde section which remains after deleting those rows
in which the diagonal elements from the identity contributea 1 to the expansion
of the determinant; that is, those rows with indices of surviving disks, keeping
only the rows for missing data disks. If the missing columns are i, j, and k, then
the remaining minor is





1 gi g2i

1 g j g2 j

1 gk g2k





This is plainly a transposed Vandermonde matrix;gi, g j , andgk are distinct as
long asi, j, andk are, so the determinant is(gk−g j)(gk−gi)(g j −gi), and will
thus be non-zero.

If only one disk containing data (and up to two check disks) have failed, then
the corresponding minor is a singleton of the formgi for somei, and therefore is
non-zero, hence invertible. If two data disks fail, there are three cases, depending
on which check disk (if any) has failed.

First, if the disks formed from powers ofg0 andg1 are available, the resulting
matrix is a simple Vandermonde matrix:

[

1 gi

1 g j

]

If the g0 andg2 disks are available, the matrix is the same, excepti and j
are doubled.g2i andg2 j are guaranteed to be distinct, because we’re in a Galois
field of characteristic 2, sog2i andg2 j are congruent only if 2(i − j) is a multiple
of the order of the multiplicative group, which is a power of 2minus 1. Thus,
2 is relatively prime to the order of the multiplicative group of a Galois field of
characteristic 2, so this reduces to asking ifi and j are congruent modulo the order
of the multiplicative group, hence equal.

Finally, if theg1 andg2 disks are available, the resulting matrix is an extended
Vandermonde matrix:

[

gi g2i

g j g2 j

]

After factoring outgi from the top row, andg j from the bottom, we return to
the first case, multiplied by an extragi+ j .

Inverting the larger matrix can be done by computing forwardto remove the
influence of surviving data disks on the check disks, or by computing all the
needed subdeterminants to compute the useful elements of the adjoint matrix.
Inversion of the matrix is unlikely to be a significant component of recovery, but
the simplicity of these inversions makes the process potentially more suitable for
implementation in a micro-controller.

If we were to try to extend this to finite fields of other characteristics, we
would need to be more careful: 2 is a factor of the order of the multiplicative
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group, so we would need to restrict m to be less than half the order of the mul-
tiplicative group. The simplicity of the construction would remain, but the max-
imum number of data drives would be only half as many as is achieved using
the standard technique of diagonalizing a full Vandermondematrix, or by using
Cauchy matrices.

If performing multiplication using logarithms [4], the coding matrix becomes
especially simple: the logarithms in the encoding columns are all 0’s, the consec-
utive integers starting from 0, and integers going up by twosstarting from 0; when
updating data elementi by XOR-ing with datad, the update to check valuej is
to XOR antilog(log(d)+ j × i). Compared to conventional techniques, this saves
us the cost of looking up the entry; the lookup is trivial, butin a small microcon-
troller, the storage for the table may not be.

For reconstruction, note that the first check function is parity, so correcting one
erasure is easy. Correcting two or more erasures requires inverting the minor; this
tells us by what to multiply the check elements; the other data elements’ multipli-
ers are then linear combinations of the corresponding checkelement multipliers
by the elements of the coding matrix, which are easy to compute.

3 Reconstruction

In almost every form of erasure-coding, the final computation in recovering a
block resolves to repeatedly computing the sum of many data elements held by
different storage units. Typically, this sum can be viewed as a sum of vectors of
elements of a finite field; there may need to be a multiplication step prior to com-
puting the sum, corresponding, in the encoding above, to multiplication by the
elements of the inverse matrix. Note that exclusive-or is the addition operator for
GF(2n). In simple RAID-5, there is no multiplication, and we can view the data
as a vector of bits. In the Reed-Solomon code described above(or any other code
over GF(2n)), we can apply this in a straight forward fashion, over elements from
GF(2n). For EvenOdd [2], we offset the vectors, but many sums are still required.
Stating this with a bit more generality, we are trying to compute sums in a monoid.
Let ‘+’ be the associative binary operator with identity; insome extensions, we
require a commutative monoid; that is, we ask that the addition operation be com-
mutative. Due to associativity, we can define∑, an operator for summing vectors,
and observe that any grouping of the terms (or, in the commutative case, any or-
dering or shuffling of the terms) produces the same sum. Letdi

j be vectors of data
from source i; our aim is to computeSj = ∑i d

i
j , for all j. But we want more than

this; sometimes we want to specify aj for whichSj should be computed promptly.
This corresponds to our desire to reconstruct all the blocksof a failed disk, but to
reconstruct client-requested blocks in preference to reconstructing other blocks.
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3.1 Environment

We take, as our computational environment:

• A set of data sourcesD j (the surviving data sources) containing data values
di

j .

• A single data sinkD∞ (the target).

• Processing elementsPj , which can compute ’+’, and read values only from
the correspondingD j , (P∞ is able to writeD∞). In the non-commutative
case, we allowD j to be supplied as either the left or right argument, as
needed.

• A network that synchronously allows each processing element to receive at
most one, and transmit at most one data value; the processingelements can
simultaneously read one value, and perform one addition using the value
just read, and either the local data value, or the most-recently computed
sum, supplying the two selected values in either order to be summed, in the
non-commutative case.

While this model is somewhat unrealistic, it is close to whatcan be achieved
by connecting processors to small Ethernet switches, with high-speed uplinks to
a fast switch. Disks provide data at speeds only slightly faster than 100 megabit
networks; by replicating the network we can attain rough parity. Constructing a
two-level network with a high-performance gigabit switch above slower ones al-
lows us to appear to have arbitrary independent pairs communicate concurrently,
as long as much of the communication never leaves a slower switch. In the ex-
amples we consider, we use 12 port gigabit switches as our fast switches, and 24
port 100 megabit switches with two gigabit uplinks as our slow switches. We will
present design communication patterns in which at most 8 values in each direction
transit the gigabit link concurrently.

3.2 Bucket brigade: A high-latency, optimal-throughput solu-
tion

If we care only about throughput, we can easily arrange for a bucket-brigade: the
first processor reads blocks and forwards them to the second processor, which
adds the received value to the corresponding data value and forwards the result
to the third processor, which adds the received value to the corresponding data
value and forwards the result to the fourth processor and so on. If we arrange
the processors so that most consecutive processors are on the same small switch,
we can limit our inbound and outbound cross-switch traffic toone slow link in
each direction. Doing so (depending on how the wiring is arranged) may require
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processors to be arranged in ways where consecutive doesn’tcorrespond to con-
secutive in the sum, which requires us to depend on commutativity of addition; if
the processors naturally come in the right order, we don’t even need associativity.

This organization of the computation has high throughput, but suffers from
high latency. With n summands, the first result appears aftern packets have been
passed down the chain. On the other hand, a finished result is computed on every
packet transmission to the last node thereafter, and packettransmissions can be
overlapped, so the pipeline has optimal throughput, computing results at the speed
of the slowest of the input, network, and processing speeds,which we’ve assumed
to all be identical.

The latency is of no concern when we’re reconstructing complete disks; the
time to read or write a complete disk is many orders of magnitude larger than the
latency of sending hundreds of network packets. If a disk array is removed from
service during reconstruction, this would be adequate. If,however, we want the
disk array to satisfy read or write requests while operatingin degraded mode, we
will be unsatisfied with the latency in this scheme.

3.3 An in-place binary tree: an optimal-latency low-throughput
solution

To achieve lower latency, we begin by exploiting associativity. Noting thata+b+
c+d = (a+b)+(c+d), we can construct an in-place binary tree that can compute
a sum in log2n rounds of communication, which is optimal. We can constructsuch
a network by sending from allP2i+1 to P2i in the first round, allP4i+2 to P4i in the
second round, allP8i+4 to P8i in the third round, and so on, up to the last round,
in which P2dlog2ne−1 sends toP0, summing the values as received (and omitting
any communications where the subscript is n or larger). The difficulty with this
construction is now that the throughput is reduced by a factor of log2n, because
P0 receives a message in log2n consecutive steps.

We can combine these two techniques, using the bucket-brigade for batch re-
construction, and switching to the tree-based approach fordemand reconstruction,
and this is probably adequate for any practical situation. It remains theoretically
unsatisfying, however; we’re underutilizing our network in the tree approach, and
we can easily do better. As a trivial improvement, observe that we are never re-
ceiving any messages at odd nodes, nor sending any messages from even nodes
in the first round, nor sending from odd nodes except in the first round. We can
overlay a second tree sending from 2i to 2i +1, from 4i +1 to 4i +3, and so on in
consecutive rounds if we add one extra unit of latency and some buffering to per-
form an extra disk read before starting the communication. The summands need
to be provided in the opposite order, but this arrangement computes two totals as
quickly as the previous method computed one. This improves the throughput by
a factor of two, trivially, raising the question: can we do better?

We would need approximately log2n non-interfering trees to raise the through-
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put to match the bucket brigade. Even if we add more latency and buffering, in
the first step of an in-place binary tree, half of the nodes aresending and half
receiving. Thus, we can’t hope to improve on a factor of 2, if we start all of our
trees at the same time. We must instead stagger the initiation of our trees, so that
while we’re using half the available communications bandwidth for the leaves of
the tree, we’re using a quarter for the next level on the previous block, an eighth
for the level above that on the block started two cycles ago, and so on. This is the
basic idea of the scheme presented in the next section.

3.4 In-place binary trees: an optimal-latency, optimal-throughput
solution

A recursive form of a construction along the lines describedabove follows. As the
base case, consider two nodes. In this case, the bucket brigade is optimal in both
latency and throughput, so we’ll take that as the base of our recursion, consisting
of the tree sequence ({0→0 1,1→1 ∞}), where the notation→i denotes the action
of sending data in stepi. ThusP0 sends block 0 toP1 during the first step (step
0), and block 0 is written to its destination during the second step (step 1). We
extend our list by incrementing the block and step numbers toform a sequence of
the appropriate length, by adding the number of sets in our list to all subscripts.
A processor receiving a block always adds it to the value it already knows for
that block, which in this case is just the local value; a processor sending a block
always sends the accumulated sum known for the block, so the value sent to the
destination disk is the sum of the values held at processors 0and 1.

Given our base case, we extend to a system for four nodes producing two
overlaid tree patterns ({0 →0 1, 2→0 3, 1→1 3, 3→2 ∞}, {0 →1 1, 3→1 2,
1→2 2, 2→3 ∞}) which extends to ({ 0→0 1, 2→0 3, 1→1 3, 3→2 ∞ }, {0→1 1,
3→1 2, 1→2 2, 2→3 ∞}, {0→2 1, 2→2 3, 1→3 3, 3→4 ∞}, {0→3 1, 3→3 2,
1→4 2, 2→5 ∞}, {0→4 1, 2→4 3, 1→5 3, 3→6 ∞}, {0→5 1, 3→5 2, 1→6 2,
2→7 ∞}, ...).

In general, even-numberedblocks will follow the first pattern, and odd-numbered
blocks will follow the second. Note that the constraints on communication are sat-
isfied: for a given subscript, no node number appears to the left of the arrow or the
right of the arrow twice anywhere in the list; this corresponds to one input, one
read, one addition, and one output per step. We now consider the sets individually.
Every number appears on the left exactly once in every set, this guarantees that
every input is considered as part of the sum. Every node number appears on the
left with an index one greater than the largest index for which it appears on the
right, thus communications are timely; a sum, once fully computed, is transmit-
ted on the next step. Every node number appearing on the rightin some step in
some set appears on the right on consecutive steps in that setuntil it appears on
the left in that set; this guarantees that no buffering is required at a node except
for its accumulator; considering, say, node 3, we see that node 3 receives block 0
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from node 2, and sends nothing on step 0. It receives block 0 from node 1, and
sends block 1 to node 2 on step 1. It receives block 2 from node 1, and sends
block 0 to the output on step 2. And so on. Even in more complicated schedules,
while a node is receiving different values for the same block, it will be sending
consecutive disk values off to other nodes, until it receives all of the values for the
one block for which it is currently accumulating values. Every node number other
than 0 appears on the right of some arrow for a given subscript, and 0 never does;
this shows that we’re maximally using our receiving capacity, except for node 0.
Note further that the sums arriving at a node consist of the sum of values from a
contiguous block of nodes immediately preceding or immediately following the
set of nodes present in the sum currently known to a node; by adding on the left
or right as needed, we don’t require a commutative addition operator, and so this
technique works in arbitrary monoids.

To perform the recursion, let’s suppose that the extended schedule forn nodes
is (T0,T1, ...,Tk, ...). For any setTk from the schedule, define Double(Tk) to be the
result of replacing every occurrence of node numberi by 2i +1, incrementing all
subscripts by one, and adding in links 2i →k 2i +1, except if a previously doubled
set contains an edgex →k 2i +1, or an edge 2i →k x, in which case we instead
replace all occurrences ofi by 2i, and add link 2i +1→k 2i. In every tree so con-
structed, the first communication step connects the paired nodes 2i and 2i + 1,
and edges in the original schedule turn into edges between paired nodes in differ-
ent pairs. We easily see inductively that the property of consecutive summation
is preserved. Each doubled tree is individually a valid treefor computing a sum;
half of the elements appear on the left with subscriptk, and the other half par-
ticipate in a tree which previously worked, appropriately relabeled. Suppose that
some edges conflict between trees. This means that some earlier tree contains an
edgex →k+m y, and this tree contains eitherx →k+m z or z→k+m y, for somex,
y, z, andm. We know thatx andy must not be paired; all edges between paired
nodes happen in the first step. Thus, an edge betweenx/2 andy/2 existed in the
original sequence. Ifm > 0, the same is true ofx,z or z,y, contradicting our in-
ductive hypothesis. Hencem= 0, but then we avoided collisions by construction.
This would fail only if previous trees contain edges which force our decision to
go both ways, but these edges would come from the original tree. The only way
this could happen is with edgesx →k y andy →k z, or the reverse. Suppose the
first edge occurs earlier, and that the second comes from treej < k. By another
inductive hypothesis,y receives messages in the earlier tree on all steps, which
would have prevented this outcome.

We claim, with the proof omitted, that this construction is cyclic, in that the
extended lists can be reduced to lists of length 2dlog2 log2 ne, and then extended.
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3.5 Reducing the number of nodes in in-place binary trees

We next show that the number of nodes can be reduced by any amount up to half,
so that arbitrary numbers of nodes can be handled, based on reducing power-of-
two sized trees. The construction presented above exactly doubles the number of
nodes, leading to solutions only for numbers of nodes equal to powers of two. We
observe that we can reduce the doubled sets produced above bypicking any pair
(2i,2i + 1) introduced in doubling which we have not yet reduced. Deletenode
2i +1 from all of the sets, delete edges connecting 2i and 2i +1, and replace any
remaining instances of node 2i + 1 by 2i. Having done so, we have reduced the
number of nodes by one; we can renumber all nodes densely in a post-processing
step after we complete all desired reductions. This can not introduce any colli-
sions; the trees we constructed above, contain exactly one edge per labeling of the
arrow between 2i and 2i +1, at most one other edge per labeling pointing to one
of the pair, and at most one other edge per labeling leaving one of the pair.

3.6 Rooted binary and ternary trees: a hint towards a simple
near-optimal solution

Consider an alternative construction for a binary tree to that presented above; one
in which for every two child nodes, there is an explicit parent node. In a naive
version of this approach, each communication from childrento parent takes two
units of time; one for the left child to send a value, and one for the right. Thus, the
total latency of this approach is 2dlog2 (n+1)e−1. The throughput is half that of
the previous scheme, because the root node produces an output only every other
step. This tree most naturally has 2k − 1 nodes; we can reduce this to a smaller
value by discarding leaves as desired.

In an extended version of this paper, we will present techniques for construct-
ing multiple binary or ternary trees with explicit parent nodes in which two or
three trees suffice for all numbers of nodes to produce full throughput solutions,
with latency no more than a factor of two worse than optimal.
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